Reminder
04/06/14
3 pm AF&YC
School photo

05/06/14
Circus 4-5pm
BBQ 5-onwards

AF & YC
09-24/06/14
3rd term

Summer break is getting so close, most kids at AF and YC have been talking about their holiday plans
and when they will be leaving Tanzania. Some of them have shared that they will be moving back to
their respective countries for good, but they are hopping to visit Tanzania when there is an opportunity.
We have to say goodbye to 4 children this year, Michelle, Vilma, Karl and Oskar, you will be missed!
The rainy season has continued longer than previous years but that does not stop the kids from
jumping in the pool almost everyday, as they love it. Sometimes when the weather gets to humid we
gather together inside the classroom, chill ourselves a bit with the A/C and just relax with a film.
Baking is the second most popular activity after dodge ball. The kids really like to participate in the
baking sessions and afterwards we share the product equally and sometimes when there are some
extra cookies parents get invited to taste during pick up time  .
YC had fun with their outing to Slipway for a cool and yummy ice-cream. We spend time chatting with
each other, walked around and visited the market to see diffrent items before picked up by parents.
There is a lot of laughs and enjoyment going on outside when the children play Polices and Theives ,
hide and seek, restaurant/cafetaria, selling and buying and serving customers who have ordered their
favourite food 
It is nice to see how the kids get along together during their free play and create their own games.
This month we have the last event of the year; Circus Badutski starting at 4-5 pm on Thursday June
5th, 2014. Following the theme, some of AF and YC children have created an act for the Circus and have
already started their rehearsals. Everyone has been encouraged to participate but some kids have
chosen not to perform and instead decided to be part of the preparation team and will be baking and
decorating, helping the younger ones to dress up or do face paint.
After the Circus the BBQ from will be on from 5pm- onwards so if you haven’t registered and paid for
the BBQ yet then please do.

After School Teachers: Sophada, Jennie, Caitlin, Rasmus

